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Summary:
Do you really want a cheap hotel? Dirty carpets, smelly bathrooms, no hot water and greasy foo
You are really looking for a good hotel, cheap.

Why pay more than you have to for your hotel? If you search for a particular hotel on any sear
1. Choose a hotel based ...
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Do you really want a cheap hotel? Dirty carpets, smelly bathrooms, no hot water and greasy foo
You are really looking for a good hotel, cheap.

Why pay more than you have to for your hotel? If you search for a particular hotel on any sear
1. Choose a hotel based on recommendations.

Personal recommendations are not always possible, but look for booking sites that have a custo
2. Use the Internet

The Internet allows you to compare prices, facilities and meal packages far more easily than w
3. Be flexible in dates

If you are flexible in dates, hotels or room facilities you can indeed drive a deal. Avoid Wee
4. Be flexible in location

If you are prepared to stay in less popular cities or on the outskirts rather than the city ce
5.Check the Airline and Car rental company sites
The airline or rental company get a kickback (commission) from the hotels yet their deals can
6. Look out for last minute deals

If you can do so, and all you are looking for is a break away, then check out the Internet for
Remember - It is not a cheap hotel you are looking for so much as a good hotel, cheap.
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